
Hauteroche is 280km from Paris and is easily accessible by train since Gissey s/s
Flavingy Station on the Paris-Dijon line is only 3km away. For the motorist, it is

located on Michelin Map Sheet 65, pli 18. Leave A6 at Bierre-Ies-Semur and proceed
to Hauteroche village by way ofSemur-en-Auxois and Glavingny. Coming out of the
village take a minor road leading off on the left, with parking space available one km
ahead near a camping site. This is only 10 min from the Grande Falaise. There is a
cafe at Hauteroche, grocery at Gissey and complete food stocks and a restaurant at
Laumes.

The cliff is one km long and 35m high at the centre. The routes at the ends are
shorter and easier and will suit climbers ofonly modest attainments. The centre holds
some more difficult lines with standards up to Grade VII. By mid 1980 there were
more than 130 routes (one is called 'La Real Big One') and exploration was
continuing.

(Adapted from an account in Paris-Chamonix No 38 July 1980)

Turkey 1980
Torasan, Kackar and mountain rescue

Sidney Nowill

To an aging traveller in his 60th year, the prospect of visiting a new area in S Turkey
held appeal in the summer of 1980.

Philip Horniblow and Philippa Treadwell were enthusiastic participants. And
after surprisingly little correspondence or preparation, we launched ourselves out
from Istanbul on the 11 OOkm car journey to the S with the insouciance ofexperienced
expeditionaries.

Apart from one Italian party, and the CUMC 1965 Expedition to the Ala Dag, we
did not appear to have any req>rded predecessors to Torasan, and none at all from the
S. The previous parties had broken in to the NW amphitheatre of Torasan from the
Wand N, via exacting and complicated routes necessitating serious climbing over
the intervening ridges. Our own ambitions were more modest. But they involved the
hazards of movement in more or less unknown country. I had for some time felt sure
that an approach via Karsanti, a remote mountain village N of Adana should
logically provide the easier access we sought. The International Oil Major, when
asked for advice on the modalities, reported (via their southern marketing
organisation) that the road to Karsanti was unmotorable and that animal transport
thereafter was not available: they advised the hiring of half a dozen mules in Adana,
plus 2 muleteers; and the subsequent shipment of the alpinists, animals and drovers
up to Karsanti in a 10 ton lorry. The proposed cost was astronomical; the commotion
caused would have been such as to risk triggering our immediate detention, if not
incarceration. We dismissed this highly imaginative proposal with a mixture of
scepticism and amusement.

In ·the event we did manage to drive our overloaded vehicle up the inclines to
Karsanti, with a few halts for boiling, and over extremely rough surfaces. It took a
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, hole da . The populace were nOt used to foreigners, a none ventured into their
area. But they proved friendly. Karsanti. we were told, wa a vinuou place. 0

crime, no theft, no terrorism: we could leave our car unlocked and unallended. nd
so it proved. This was essential rural Turkey, uncontaminated by the feuds,
terrorism, anarchy and ilHernecine strife that led 10 the Army Intervention of
12/9/ 1980 (a few weeks laler).

From Karsanti we picked Torasan Peak out of the fine mountain backdrop 10 our
N, marrying the rever e hape again t the obver e view Philippa and I had
glimp cd from high la Dag ummits during our suc e sive e 'peditions in the 60
and 70 . There were no cartographical aids available-the MC sketch map till
being the best one could obtain.

Torasan i the fine 't single peak of the outhern Ala Dag and perhaps of the whole
area, even though Kaldi and Demirkazik arc more massive. We could see that our
mountains la back at a considerable distance, with intervenin' forested range'
suppl ing a time interval for the approach Ihat would run 10 al lea 13 days march.

Our problem wa solved, after much di cu sion with the local, by the offer of a
4-wheel drive vehicle and a peg-leg dri"er, who knew the forestr tracks. Provided no
eriou \Va h-out had occurred, he und nook 10 deliver u and our gear 'at the very

skins of Torasan, by the spring which is biller'.
After a purgalOrial night in a local doss-house, zinging with mosquilOes, and

enlivened by visils from the local gendarmerie, we set sail next morning in an aged
jeep driven by peg-leg Mu tafa. After so many summers in the austere plateau-land
scenery of the N Ala Dag it was a grateful experience 10 ride through the pine-forest·
and pa t the cr stallOrrelHs of the approach. The fact that the jeep-t rack ran 100 far
E and delivered u 3 hours later some mile' from the moulHain, at the unfavourably

73 Snow amphitheatre, 7iJrasan South (7III's and next 3 photos: S. J owill)
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1'1 Torasall South wilh parry 011 summit
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low altitude of 1800 metres, represented a handicap. But we were cheered by the sight
of so many nomad settlements around us, uncontaminated by the drift to white tents,
and still displaying the original black goat hair yurts of tradition.

At this point Philip Horniblow took over the decision-making process. We did a
first-day reconnaissance to the W rim of rocks above the Aciman Su, enjoying the fine
views of what was a virgin mountain area. Followed a rest day, shaking down the
camp and chatting up the nomads.

We resolved to attempt Torasan via the SE gully and the S amphitheatre, with one
. bivouac on the ascent. Still in form from load-carrying on Everest and climbing on
the Jebel Aladar, Philip shouldered a monster load on the bivouac approach. The
gully proved steep, but benign. We donned crampons and slowly surmounted,
unroped, the sinuous route that led to a platform at 2670 metres, where the bivouac
was installed. The night was fine and almost excessively warm.

Slave-driver Nowill had the party up early, and we had covered all the intervening
ground of easy rocks and snow that lead to the great snow amphitheatre, above the
bivouac, by the time first sun had struck the peak. Steep limestone walls defended
Torasan on all sides except for a gully leading up to the E ridge, which provided an
obvious route forward. I let Philip and Philippa proceed alone, overcome at this point
by lack of condition and the effects of major surgery in 1979. But I enjoyed watching
their climb, with Philip in the lead, as they surmounted the problems of the E Ridge
and landed themselves on the peak-just visibk as two small figures through the
telephoto viewfinder of my Pentax.

My warm congratulations, and the pleasure of welcoming their return, were
slightly jarred when Philip said 'Top? That wasn't the top" When they had got there
in fact, they had been chagrined to see another peak to the NNE, separated by an
'impossible' shattered ridge, leading to vertical flutings which lifted into the sky a
further summit some 30m higher! 'It wasn't for us', said Philip, 'A lot of
ironmongery needed, and climbing to VS standard'. Philip put this the true summit
of Torasan at 3650m.

So one could say that our excursion had pioneered a new approach to Torasan; but
left, perhaps appropriately, the final unlocking of the puzzle to the younger, bolder
and more active parties that will surely follow. We shall look forward to reading their
accounts.

The Kackars or the Little Caucasus, or the Pontic Alps, represent another seldom
visited area. But they are better known than Torasan, since the late Robin Fedden's
magisterial article in AJ 69, 129. Following Fedden, a few Swiss, German and
Turkish parties have been active in the area. British parties have been confined to the
author's foray in 1976, followed by the expedition of Nowill, Horniblow, Gravina,
J ennings, Parry and Treadwell in 1977. We have not read any publications since
Fedden.

Essentially this area has some of the characteristics of the Ruwenzori-rain, mist
or snow (depending on your altitude) being the salient features of one's everyday
environment. Fedden described the conditions as curious and inconvenient. And so
they are. But the splendours of the great rain forest through which the voyager passes
on his way to the upper ranges; the viridant lushness of the tea gardens on the sub
tropical littoral below; and the high world of glaciers and snow fields above, to which
the traveller finally penetrates, after an approach which must have few equals on the
planet, are surely enough to compensate for the rigours of the climate.
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7.5 Kackar Tepeler

The Kackars lie about 40km WoI' lhe Russian borckr with Turkey, al lhe eXll'eme
E side of the Black Sea. They are separated from Torasan by an impOrtanl
geographical dislance and lie in an area close 10 the vonex of the Black ea rainfall
knot, where 5000mm of annual precipitation i nOl uncommon. Torasan, some
600km by road 10 lhe SW, ris s from a quasi desert environment thal supplie
unbroken sunshine in summer.

As an old campaigner in the Kackars 1 did nOt experience 100 much lrouble in
surmounting the problcms ofjecp,hire in 1980, and the subsequent cngaging of
animals and muleteers 10 pack our food and equipmenl (amounling 10 over t Ion), for
the final stage from Asagi Kavron to lhe Okuz Pirna. The la'[ namcd locality lies at

2970m bclow thc stcep face of Kackar main peak. under the NyV Glacier, and
almost at the foot of the Dolomile Kackar Tepeler. Apart from lhe Gilo/Sal camp
siles of 1965/1966 and one H imalayan camp in 1973, Okuz Pirna affords (when
conditions permil) the most splendidly sited expedition camp thal 1 can recall. The
pany consisted of my sonsJulian and Edward, my' ire Hilary, and our nephew and
niece Alan and ChriSlian Goodson. We were lalcr 10 be joined by a Turkish
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76 Kackar, main peak

companion Semsellin Ibayrak who wi hed 10 a cend Kackar in my company.
Our march-in in 1980 was nOI withoul incidenr. I was in the lead of the caravan

when thi k cloud descended, juSt as we arri ed at the .Bull Wall, a 'IOne balTier Ihat
closes a steep rock defile, and immure for the summer, Ihe 50/60 bulls seIII up Ihere
to aest ivat ,away from femal ompany. in the final pre-glacier zone of Kackar. We
slOpped for a \ hile to check that our muleteers had taned knocking down the wall to
effect an embrasure through which our 4 animals could be driven; and then walked
on through the mists to my 1977 camp-site, which wa the agreed rendezvou point.

nfonunately the muleteers failed to come. They had been carried away by beller
ideas and welll up a further 300m to Okuz Pima in the justified belief that the view
there would be beller. An unpleasant3~hour wait followed. The dank mists and low
temperalllres oon had u hivering. Bereft of food and equiprnelll, or even proper
clothing, we cowered behind rocks, trembling. Against the roar oflOrrelllS shouting
was otiose. Visibility was limited 10 a few yards. [ organised a systern of sentries,
rotated evel'y 30 minUI s to stand guard at lhe embrasure of the Bull Wall in ease the
animals should be desce.nding. Evening was far advanced when \ve finally heard a
shout, and the explanation that loads had been dumped 300m higher up.
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Establishing camp in the dark was not easy work. But we were finally rewarded
when the Kackar Tepeler emerged like wraiths from the mist and soared above us
with their towers and pinnacles etched black against the constellations.

ext morning Kackar main peak wa out, stripped of nearly all its snow. And I wa
surprised to see Fedden's W glacier, with it 600m denivellation, up which we had
romped without a rope in 1977, now completely denuded ofcovering, and presenting
the appearance of a formidable cataract of ice, riven by longitudinal cracks, lateral
crevasses and twO gaping bergschrunds. It was an amazing transformation, cau ed
by a dry ummer uch a had not been experienced since the 30s.

After shaking down the camp, and selling up all the effcte appurtenance ofchairs,
tables and batterie de cuisine, which the elderly owill consider proper to life in the
mountain, we packed crampons and a rope and set off on the Fedden route of 1963,
to see what it looked like from close at hand in 1980. After 150 feet of ascent on ice,
punctuated by a thunderstorm and bombardment by ma ive hailstones, r
pronounced further progress to be impossible and retired to camp.

There remained the more approachable face route, via the glacier, with exit
via a notch half way up the E ridge, and thereafter to the summit on easy ground the
other side, avoiding the avalanche and rockfall prone upper reaches of the face.

rdecided to attempt this route on the day after the morrow, with the readines to do
it again, if necessary, with Semsellin Albayrak, when he arrived a couple of days
later. Without sluggards like my Torasan companions to make one diffident(!),
rousing the family proved no problem. We had an 0230 breakfast, a time 1 find
satisfying in preparation for a mountain excur ion. And we did a proper night march
under the tars during the ilpproach.

Under Kackar N the going i bad. In fact it is the worst kind of moraine country.
nstable rocks and tOnes, and awkwardly balanced boulder alternate with areas of

ice. The notch loomed .up above us, and the snow gully leading to it looked steep
enough to render mandatOry the rope which my sonJ ulian was carrying. Finally I got
exasperated with the pestilential terrain, and leftJulian, Alan and my wife to carry on
as be t they could, while I donned crampons and started up a gentle and innocent
looking ice slope which would apparently eliminate most of the moraine, and afford a
hort-cut. 1 had reached a position 6ft below a walk-off point on to rock, when
omething-nobody knows what-suddenly went wrong. Half a econd later 1 was

whizzing down the ice with an increasing, uncontrollable velocity, hilling rocks on
the way. The fall ended after· ab:Jut 30m following a crash on to boulders. The
damage amounted IQ multiple rib fracture, knocked-in teeth, lacerated lip, plus
scvere cuts and brui es. And of course shock. It occupied about 10 min to extricate
me. Hilary tOok over 2 rucksacks and 2 iceaxe , while Alan and Julian draped my
arms over their shoulder and 1began to tagger, with their help, on the long trip back
to camp, hampered by broken ribs, loss of blood and the combination of shock and
age. It seems probable in retrospect that I was helped in this by decades-long
familiarity with bad ground, and the natural instincts of an alpinist. Also perhaps by
the knowledge that there is no mountain rescue service of any sori in Turkey.

After! hr of effort at camp I was undressed, inserted into a sleeping bag and laid to
rest in the tent. We were a couple of normal days from a road, about 3000m up, and
separated by considerable difficulties of terrain from safety. A worrying period of
everal days then ensued for all concerned. During this time the general conditions of

the patient started to deteriorate, as vcry shallow, rapid respiration began to put a
strain on the heart, increased by cold, pain and condition of mild anoxia allributable
to the heigh t.
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The difficulty was how to build a stretcher, and then find bOearers to carry as far as
Asagi (or lower) Kavron where a truck or jeep could be mobilisedo While these points
were being put to summer villagers at Yukari (or higher) Kavron, some 2+ hours
below camp, in multiple trips by the indefatigableJulian, we were buoyed up by the
arrival of Semsettin Albayrak, whose great strength and authority in the area,
provided reassurance on the 2nd day. We also received the visit of an old shepherd,
who was the fractures authority of the area. He arrived with his own eggs and soap,
which were mixed for + hr with patient care. He found I had 2 fractures of the right rib
cage, and severe bruising on the left (later confirmed by X-rays). The concoction was
then applied to the right side, and a sleeping bag inner was torn up to act as a
bandage. The old man was careful to explain that ribs required no bandaging: but his
treatment would help me to breathe better, because a vacuum would be generated to
'suck' the fractured pieces upwards. Within a few hours this was exactly what
occurred; my respiration improved, and there was some physical relief. The old man
refused to accept any payment: he explained he had been exercising his vocation for
almost 50 years, and had never accepted a penny from anyone. He departed in
peace-the primeval Turkish peasant with all his solidity and virtue.

With Semsettin Albayrak in situ, our situation was further fortified by the arrival of
a German lepidopterist and his wife. He was an experienced Himalayan climber,
who had ascended Nanga Parbat. And he knew about stretchers. To shorten our tale,
Semsettin caused 2 poplar tree trunks to be bro'Jght up from the valley, and he
himself fashioned the stretcher, which was strutted according to German advice, and
threaded with rappel rope.

The journey down on the 4th day was a nightmare over which we draw a veil.
Suffice to say that it lasted 20 hrs and involved a magnificent team effort by the
inhabitants ofTukari Kavron, plus Semsettin :mdJulian, who took turns at carrying
(with the tree trunks on their shoulders, adding another 50% to the weight of the
patient). We were bound for the great Orthopaedic Hospital Centre of Trabzon,
recommended by all. But when we got there, in the middle of·the night, in the
minibus of our lepidopterist friend, it was only to find that the Orthopaedic Hospital
had been burned to the ground 3 years previously.

When we arrived at the Numune Hospital (the only alternative place available) the
night orderly asked 'Well, Mister, is it gunshot wounds or a traffic accident?' (No

·other types of trauma being admissible.) My whispered and exhausted explanation
evoked consternation and disbelief. But Semsettin and Hilary backed me up.
Eventually, and even though no mixing of sexes is permitted among patients and
their guardians at the Numune, we were accorded the privilege of a small private
ward where mixing was in fact feasible. The fact that huge numbers of cockroaches
were scuttling up and down the walls, and bloodstains showed through the sheet, did
not particularly worry me. Hilary was appalled.

At the Numune there were no medicines. And apparently no thermometers. Care
of the patients was vested in relatives of the same sex, who could sit up on chairs in the
wards with their sick.

The first morning a clink of cups outside announced breakfast. Hilary moved into
the corridor in pursuit of sustenance. At length a large woman, weighing
approximately 1/10th of a tonne, came into our room and dropped three slices of
bread, which had been clasped in her pudgy hand, plonk on to Hilary's bed. 'There,'
she said, 'is food' .. 'What about tea?' asked Hilary. 'Where's your cup?' asked the
woman. 'I haven't got one' said Hilary. 'Then you can't have any tea" was the reply.
Hilary, overcome by 4 days of severe strain, and the stresses of the 20 hour rescue
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effort, sank onto the bed in tears. 'Come', said the woman' I '11 take you to the bars.
Don't cry, elder sister'.

o Hilary was taken to an iron palisade out ide the hospital, there to be confronted
by three fierce males gazing at her intently from the other side. 'Don't worry, elder
sister, they are not bad men; thcy are ju t alesmen. Tell them what you want.
Whether it's a cup or medicines. They will get it for you.' 0 it was that after several
visits by Hilary to the bars, we became equipped in the days that followed for life in
the Trabzon umune. After we had learnt the system, we saw that in fact much
kindness was being extended to us. An almost perpetual stream of patients and
'relatives of the same sex' arrived unannounced at our room to learn viva voce how
anyone had managed to evade the gun hot or traffic accident classification; aI 0, if the
foreign gentleman had really fallen off a glacier, and if so, where and why.

The Doctor in charge was entirely competent, but completely worn down by work.
even doctors ran the hospital: unfortunately only 2 were then on duty; it wa the

hazelnut season, and the other had gone to tend their nut-grove. I was a relatively
unimportant case who would recover automatically: he was orry he had not
provided more personal care, but he would prescribe a powerful pain-killer for my
return journey. I should vi it a good orthopaedic surgeon on my return to Istanbul.

Foreigner might have a tendency to look askance at the standards provided by the
Trabzon Numune. But they cared for us as they could. And no charges were levied.

Soldiers on Api
Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw

Api was chosen by default. I do not know my' Himalaya' very well and 0 I picked the
first peak on the Nepalese list. Api, The Grandfather, (7132m), lay, I gathered, in the
far NW of epal in the Byas Rikhi Himal, which stand as a separate range of hill . I
paid the deposit to the Ministry of Tourism and forgot about it, until the pring of
1980 suddenly loomed near. Frantically I began to research my mountain, but could
find little about it and that on record ounded rather frightening. If Henry avage
Landor is to be believed it was fir t climbed in 1899. The epale e demand a
photograph of the intended route before they will confirm the booking and 0 I
borrowed one from John lien who had led an expedition to ampa in 1970 (AJ
77 126), drew on any old line and sent it to them. With the booking confirmed for
an impossible line, more research showed that theJapanese had climbed it from the
in 1960, the Italians by the E ridge from the in 1977 and 2 Japanese expeditions in
1971 and 73 had thought better of a direct attack on the face and tried routes on the
W flank of the S face. My impossible line on the photograph was unfortunately up the
S face.

After the succe sful rmy Mountaineering Association Expedition to Everest in
1976, Api was to be our first return to the Himalaya. The idea was to take only
Himalayan novices with a view to building up a pool of climbers with altitude
experience for future Himalayan venture in the 1980s. The 12 man team flew to
Kathmandu in early February, took 3 days to negotiate stores into customs and 14 to
get them out. We then set off, with our Sirdar and camp staff provided by Mike
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